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Modeldriven reverseengineering focuses on automatically
discovering models from different kinds of available
information on existing software systems. Although the source
code of an application is often used as a basic input, this
information may take various forms such as: design “models”,
bug reports, or any kind of documentation in general. All this
metadata may have been either built manually or generated
(semi)automatically during the whole software life cycle, from
the specification and development phase to the effective
running of the system. This paper proposes an automated and
extensible MDE approach to build a usable cartography of a
given platform from available metadata by combining several
MDE techniques. As a running example, the approach has
been applied to the TopCasedTM MDE platform for Embedded
& RealTime Systems.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

As an effective solution for designing, developing and
managing software systems, ModelDriven Engineering is
gaining more and more interest from the industry. However,
switching from classical processes to MDE requires dealing
with the huge amount of existing legacy in terms of
applications, documentation, raw data, etc. As a
consequence, reverseengineering techniques [3] [4] are now
quite commonly applied. To this intent, all kinds of software
artifact should be able to be reverse engineered as usable
models. Generally, these artifacts have either been created
manually (by architects, designers, developers, users, etc) or
(semi)automatically generated by a tool. There are already
several tools which provide the capability to discover models
from legacy source code in the MoDisco project on
Eclipse.org [5]. However, tools offering similar reverse
engineering features on other kinds of software artifact, such
as documentation, are still rare. This paper focuses on the
second category of artifact, independently of the way they
have been built and modified afterward.
In this paper, we present an extensible MDE approach
which is based on the combined use of megamodeling [1]
and model transformation [6] techniques. Its goal is to allow

the automated cartography of existing software platforms by
merging generated metadata with userspecified metadata.
Thus, a megamodel of a given platform (i.e. a global model
of its artifacts) is automatically built from data contained in
ExcelTM files. They are first injected into models and then
successively transformed. As a concrete industrial example
of a software platform, we consider the TopCasedTM platform
(an MDE platform for embedded & realtime systems) [2],
on which we have directly applied our approach, in order to
realize its cartography.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the scope of our work and motivates our approach within this
reverse engineering context. Section 3 provides more details
about the actual tooling developed as an implementation of
this approach. Section 4 illustrates how our solution has been
concretely applied on the previously stated example. Section
5 presents some related works while Section 6 concludes the
paper.
II.

MOTIVATION & APPROACH

Software platforms are actually composite systems which
are becoming more and more complex. These systems are
usually built on top of a generic platform by plugging on it
many different software components or tools which have to
be compatible. Such platforms are often extended or
specialized for a given domain by respectively adding or
removing one or several components. In other words, they
are intended to be customized, of course without breaking
any required dependency, in order to create more dedicated
platform.
Within the context of such platforms, numerous inter
related artifacts of several different kinds have to be
considered: for instance Eclipse plugins and associated
files, services offered to end users, modelers and editors,
source code, documentation, etc. Thus, there is a significant
amount of information on these platforms (and
corresponding artifacts) which is already available in various
heterogeneous formats.
Being able to homogeneously manage all the metadata on
these software platforms in order to ensure their continuous
validity and consistency is still an open challenge.
As a partial solution to this problem, this paper proposes
to apply an MDE approach. The underlying idea is to make

an intensive use of modeling techniques in order to: 1) get
the required metadata as models, 2) generate from them a
complete cartography (i.e. a megamodel) of the platform, 3)
use it for checking this platform.
The wellknown TopCased E/RT platform is based on
the Eclipse Modeling Platform, which is itself a basic
Eclipse platform fitted with different MDEspecific plugins.
Within this paper, this industrial platform is used as a
demonstrator for applying our approach on a reallife use
case.
III.

AN MDE TOOLING FOR MEGAMODELING SOFTWARE
PLATFORMS

We present here the tooling which has been developed
for dealing with consistency and validity of models built
from heterogeneous inputs, as illustrated in Fig. 1: injection
of metadata in various formats as models (texttomodel
transformations), generation of a megamodel of the platform
(modeltomodel transformation [6] + megamodeling [1]),
use of this megamodel for various goals (modeltomodel
transformation). These steps are detailed below.

Figure 1. Main scheme

A. Injection of metadata
Thanks to its GUI, Excel makes data humanreadable and
humanwritable. This datacentric application dedicated to
endusers and its clear and powerful interface makes
information capture easier and simpler.
Office OpenXML format gives Excel the ability to save
data sheets into structured XML files. These files are
computerreadable and computerwritable. This means that
handtyped data can be processed by programs, and that
automatically discovered data (i.e. by reverseengineering)
can be stored in a human readable format. For our purpose,
we use the ATL Microsoft Excel Injector [7] to transform
Excel 2003 XML textual files into SpreadsheetSimplifiedML
models.
B. Generation of the megamodel
ATL, the AtlanMod Transformation Language, is a
hybrid language (with declarative and imperative constructs)
to write model transformations and queries. An Eclipse
environment for ATL users is also available.
Models from the previous step can be processed as usual
with specific ATL transformations in order to get a model
representing the platform to examine. This tool chain is
based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) and its

XMI file format. We obtain a megamodel of the system
under examination.
C. Use of the megamodel
The AtlanMod MegaModel Management (AM3 [8]) tool
provides a practical support for modeling in the large, to deal
with global resources in a MDE environment. In AM3, our
megamodel can be processed in order to get information and
to do some works and verifications on it, like metrics,
visualizations and constraint checking.
IV.

CONCRETE EXAMPLE: BUILDING A CARTOGRAPHY OF THE
TOPCASED PLATFORM

We first present here the application of the previously
described approach on the example of the TopCased
platform (inputs: merged Excel stylesheets, output:
megamodel of the platform). In a second part, we present
examples of what can be done with such a megamodel of
TopCased (concrete examples of metrics, visualizations,
etc.).
A. Obtaining the TopCased megamodel
The transformation of TopCased metadata (including
reverse engineering of the platform) into a megamodel of
this platform consists of four steps. The first step consists in
capturing data about the platform and is split into two parts
which deliver Excel files in XML format. The second step
converts these files into EMF models which conform to the
SpreadsheetSimplifiedML metamodel [7]. Once we get these
models, the third step merges them and transforms them into
a platform cartography model. In a forth step, many
computations and works can be applied on this model, like
metrics, generation of documentation, graphical views,
dependencies validation. The three first steps are described
in this section. The fourth step is detailed in the next section.
Step 1a: platform reverse engineering. We write a
program running on the platform under examination, which
looks for available information and generates a textual file
with adhoc separators (similar to CommaSeparated Values
or CSV), as shown in fig. 2.

Figure 2. Textual result of reverse engineering

MicrosoftTM ExcelTM application easily opens this file (fig.
3) and we save it in Excel 2003 XML flat format.

Figure 3. Excel view of reverse engineered data

Thanks to Excel GUI, we get humanreadable data as
result of the reverse engineering process.

You may notice that a more sophisticated discovery
program could directly generate an XML file conforming to
the Excel 2003 XML specification but we prefer to leverage
the capabilities of Excel and save ourselves some work.
Step 1b: typing data in Excel. Data about the platform,
which is needed into the platform model but misses from the
automatically discovered information, is captured by people
who know such data, using the MicrosoftTM ExcelTM
application. They must use the same column format than the
one of the generated files. Below is an excerpt of the
specified syntax of our Excel files:

'Model2Model' row structure
A cell Type = “Model2Model”
B cell Name : the official label of the transformation. Sample:
“MARTE to SynDEx transformation”
C cell URI : the short identifier under which the transformation is
known. Sample: “MARTE2SynDEx”
D cell Language URI : the short identifier of the language used to
write the transformation. Sample: “ATL”
E cell Source URI : the URI of the metamodel the input model
conforms to. Sample: “UML”
[...]

The collection of data is done using the Excel GUI, as
shown in fig. 4.

Figure 4. Excel view of handmade data

Step 2: transform Excel into model.
MicrosoftTM ExcelTM application uses the SpreadsheetML
part of the OpenXML specification as format to export its
workbook into textual XML files. This format has been
introduced in MicrosoftTM OfficeTM 2003. The AtlanMod
research team has developed a metamodel for a subset of this
specification, called SpreadsheetSimplifiedML, and tools to
switch from Excel file to model and back (Excel injector and
extractor). The Excel injector [7] consists of few technical
steps: the raw XML file is injected in the corresponding
XML model, thus entering the homogeneous MDE world.
Then a SpreadsheetSimplifiedML model is extracted from
this XML model using a specific ATL transformation:
bundles.xml
|
\/
bundlesXML.xmi
|
\/
bundlesSimplifiedML.xmi

otherData.xml
|
\/
otherDataXML.xmi
|
\/
otherDataSimplifiedML.xmi

The XML2SpreadsheetSimplifiedML ATL transformation
is, as usual, a Model2Model set of declarative rules.
You may see this transformation as a refinement of a raw
XML model into an effective spreadsheet model. The two
files could be merged during this jumptomodel step, but we
choose to use the generic Excel injector tools asis, and to
perform the merge in a separate step, with an application
specific transformation.

Figure 5. AM3 cartography model (with full merged data)

Step 3: acquire AM3 cartography from model. Both
generated and handled data models are subsets of the total
information about the platform under study. As serialized
parts of a whole model, they can be processed in the same
MDE transformation, which takes SpreadsheetSimplifiedML
rows and cells and generates corresponding domain specific
GMM4Cartography megamodel.
The result is a full GMM4Cartography megamodel
containing instances of both Excel data files and their
crossed relationships, as we can see in fig. 5.
B. Exploiting the TopCased megamodel
Once we have built the central GMM4Cartography
megamodel of the platform, we can define all MDE tools we
need to take benefits of this information.
As an example, we wrote an ATL query to get some
metrics about the TopCased platform (and its underlining
Eclipse tools). The resulting text file is shown in fig. 6:

Figure 6. Some metrics about the Topcased platform

A tool has been build upon the AM3 megamodeling
environment in order to visualize the megamodel entities and
their relationships. As our platform cartography conforms to
a metamodel, which is based on the underlying AM3
metamodel, we can use this tool directly. The result is a
visualization of the TopCased plugins dependencies as seen
in Fig. 7:

Generic and extensible modeling tools like AM3 [8] may be
leveraged for these purposes.
Additionally, this work emphasizes the fact that model
driven techniques (e.g., model transformation, or
megamodeling) enable the homogeneous integration of
heterogeneous information on platforms by using models as
firstclass entities.
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